The paper presents the design and fabrication of each part and construction of a 4 axes mobile robot with indigenous components and to control it with a personal computer using the java language. The main objective of this work is to design, fabricate a modular simple low-cost indigenously developed educational full fledged robotic control system named as "OCTAGON" that could accomplish 2 dimensional motion in a XY plane equipped with intelligence system and a 4 DOF manipulator arm for Pick aNd Place (PNP) operations from the source to the destination provided by the user. The robot is simulated and modeled using the graphic simulators and the AutoCAD simulation package. A user-friendly module developed in JAVA is designed and successfully implemented for the operation of the entire system to do some specific operations [41] .
INTRODUCTION
Imagine a day in your life when you wake up in the morning and find a machine walking up to you & saying "GOOD MORNING SIR ! HAVE A CUP OF TEA". How would you respond to such a situation? With so much progress made in the field of science, engineering and technology, this dream is absolutely realizable in this automation age. People think that in the near future robots are going to take the place of humans and slowly mankind will come to extinction. But, this is absolutely a false notion.
Robots are being built only to help the mankind. They can work in hazardous areas; can do the jobs, which are beyond our capabilities. Human force will always be required to maintain and manage these robots. Cars are made without humans, surgeries are performed with precision. Most manufacturing units in advanced nations use robots in almost each and every field of science and engineering. No place has been left untouched. The deepest oceans have been explored with the robots and not even space is too greater challenge for the robots and with the extensive usage of robots in the nuclear zones for detection of radiation. Besides robots do have some amount of limitations and also can"t do some of the things, which humans can do very easily.
After having gone through all these vast advantages of robots, here, we try to build a prototype of an industrial robot which can do simple pick and place operations of objects which is moving on a smooth surface such as a floor. In the present work, we try to incorporate some artificial intelligence features of the robotic system in the software and developing a user-friendly graphical user interface in JAVA to control all the operations that are taking place in the robotic system. This work had its origin in our own fascination for the field of robotics. That, coupled with our genuine urge to build something substantial, led us to undertaking this endeavour. The task, however, was colossal. Since robotics encompasses everything from mechanics to electronics to computer software, we had the opportunity to learn more than we could have otherwise. Nevertheless, we are proud of our efforts and, more so, of the end result. Presenting the "OCTAGON" as shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1 : The designed OCTAGON
A comprehensive study of the designed, fabricated unit is done by dividing into 3 separate parts as ….
•
The mechanical assembly -The mechanical design consist of a mobile trolley, a base, a 2 DOF arm, and the wrist, which has a roll axis and a parallel jaw as the end-effecter.
• The electronic subsystem -The electronic subsystem consist of power supply, relay bank card, L293D based motor driver circuit, an infrared detection circuit and a parallel port interface to a personal computer.
• The computer software for control -The software is written in JAVA and is user friendly, and incorporates many operating modes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the design and fabrication of the mechanical structure of the robot. Section 3 introduces the reader to the electronics interface while the next section deals with the design of the graphical user interface using JAVA language.
Conclusions are presented at the end followed by the references. 
DESIGN OF THE MECHANICAL UNIT
Imagine a day in your life when you wake up in the morning and find a machine walking up to you & saying "GOOD MORNING SIR ! HAVE A CUP OF TEA". How would you respond to such a situation ? With so much progress made in the field of science, engineering and technology, this dream is absolutely realizable in this automation age. People think that in the near future robots are going to take the place of humans and slowly mankind will come to extinction. But, this is absolutely a false notion [41] .
The mechanical design of the system is divided into 3 parts, viz., the mobile base assembly (vehicle), the arm assembly and the gripper assembly. The designed robot arm mounted on the vehicle has R-R-R (Rotary-Rotary-Rotary) type of axes and is an articulated one. It has 4 DOF namely, the base rotation, shoulder up / down, elbow up / down, wrist roll [1] .
The robot being a PNP-type has a gripper as the end-effector as shown in Fig. 2 . The gripper is of parallel jaw type, which works on the principle of left-hand / right-hand screw. These 2 jaws run on the LH / RH screw. The LH / RH screw is made by tapping a brass rod with LH die from one end and RH die from other end. The robot moves on 2 main wheels, one at the left and the other at the right with 2 castor wheels, one at the front and other at the back.
This ensures that the gripper jaws move in the opposite direction, that is, the jaws move either towards each other to grip an object or away from each other to release it. The designed and fabricated mobile robotic system consists of a mobile trolley made of hard hylam as shown in the Figs. 1 and 2 over which the entire arm and the necessary interfacing circuitries, electronic and electrical components, accessories are mounted [2] .
Bi-directional AC synchronous motors (generating a torque of 10 kg-cm, 1 A at 60 rpm) with relay bank switching and DC servos (generating a torque of 5 kg-cm, 0.5A current rating, bidirectional, 60 r.p.m) are used to impart motion to the robot. A computer is used for visual display of user program.
DESIGN OF THE ELECTRONIC UNIT
The mechanical set up forms the skeleton of the robot and what adds intelligence to it is the electronics and the software module. The block diagram of the designed robotic control system is shown in Fig. 5 . The electronic design is divided into various sections and finally, the integration is done as shown in Fig. 2 in the photograph [5] . Electronic system consists of various cards like the power supply card, controller card, and driver card, interfacing card, relay bank-switching card and the sensor cards.
The motor drive unit accepts logical inputs from the buffer and accordingly give amplified large output signal to drive the motors.
To drive the main AC synchronous motor there is relay drive circuit, which also controls the relay status to achieve desired motion. Computer interfacing of the electronic circuitry through the parallel port is done through a 25 pin male connector, which connects the driver circuit to the PC through the parallel port [3] . The program sends the byte combination to energize the desired motors, which reaches the driver circuit through the 3-meter data cable to the input of the driver circuit. Short circuit prevention logic is also provided as a precautionary measure. Out of the many circuitries used in the electronics, here, the power supply circuitry is shown for convenience. The overall block diagram of the electronics unit along with the power supply unit is shown in the 
DESIGN OF THE SOFTWARE GUI
OCTAGON employs a sophisticated application -controlling interface created in JAVA, as it is a fantastic programming language for any application software development. The developed software module flow-chart for controlling the robot is shown in Fig. 9 . The software module application facilitates the user interaction with OCTAGON and has many in built features such as the security and authentication.
When the java code is executed, the default GUI screen appears as shown in the Figs. 6 and all the motors status is displayed. For activating a particular motion, we can navigate to its page by selected the left hand menu. The software is designed for maximum robot control & working efficiency. It is so designed that the user can have complete control over each movable part of the robot [6] . Also, the user can easily manoeuvre the robot & make it traverse a path towards the object to be picked. He or she can then manipulate the different limbs of the robotic arm so that the gripper comes closer to the object & eventually picks it up. Throughout this process the software interface guides the user through the usage of various parts of the robot & provides him with responses from the robot.
Given the time on hand, the ease of programming and power of JAVA, it was an ideal choice for use in designing our application interface to the octagon. The software is designed for maximum robot control & working efficiency. It is so designed that the user can have complete control over each movable part of the robot. Also the user can easily maneuver the robot & make it traverse a path towards the object to be picked. He can then manipulate the different limbs of the robotic arm so that the gripper comes closer to the object & eventually picks it up. Throughout this process the software interface guides the user through the usage of various parts of the robot & provides him with responses from the robot [7] . 
THE APPLICATION GUI
The screens used in the application is a screen, which combines all the features of the PROGRAMMING MODE, MANUAL MODE, RUN MODE and the GRAPHICAL MODE.
PROGRAMMING MODE SCREEN & THE MANUAL MODE SCREEN
These are the default screens, loaded and displayed to the user on startup. The software provides the user with the ability to write his / her own programs using the commands provided and allow direct control of each motor employed in mobile robot, "Octagon". The user generates a octagon command by simply clicking on the buttons thereby avoiding time consumed in typing a program. 
ABOUT THE SCREEN
The various component modules that are incorporated into the screen are listed as follows.
MOTOR SELECTION LIST BOX
The screen features a list box, where the user selects the desired motor. The user selects the motor by double-clicking on the motor name in the list box.
MOTOR SELECTED TEXT BOX
The selected motor is then highlighted and displayed in the motor selected textbox.
DIRECTION OPTION BUTTONS
The clockwise option button is enabled by default.
The user can change the direction of rotation prior to pressing the start button. The user is required to click on the option button for selection of the direction.
START BUTTON
The START button, when clicked, enables rotation of the desired motor. On clicking the start button, all the remaining components on the screen except the stop button are disabled as a precautionary measure.
STOP BUTTON
The STOP button, when clicked, disables rotation of the desired motor by sending byte 0 to the port. On clicking the stop button, all the components disabled by the start button are re-enabled.
STATUS SIGNALS and MESSAGES
The status signals and messages are an indication, to the user, of the motor selected, the direction of rotation and the byte sent to the port.
RESET BUTTON
The screen features a reset button that is coded to respond to the click event. On clicking the button the software brings the robot to the HOME position or reset position. The reset is an important function, which is used in conjunction with the auto-teach facility provided in the manual mode screen since it is mandatory that any teaching process be preceded by a reset, so that all calculations made by the robot software are with respect to the reset position of the robot [6] .
AUTO TEACH FACILITY
The manual mode provides the user with an auto teach facility, in which the program calculates the time delays and the associated angles, corresponding to the sequence of manually activated motors in an operation.
Semi-automatic mode teach facility is explained in this section in Fig. 10 . This is the programmed mode of operation of the robot. This mode of operation is used when the user wants to perform tasks that are of repetitive nature. This mode can also be used as a static repository of all the actions that the user makes the robot perform on the Manual Mode. In this mode of operation, the user writes a program for the operations of the robot using simple commands like moving, looping, looping end and then running the program to perform the intended operations with the robot. The user may create as many programs for the robot and save them for later use as well and load and run earlier saved programs as and when required. Looping commands allow the users to perform a set of commands again and again and this mode allows 10 level of nesting possible. The semi-automatic mode internally depends on the manual mode for its operation and effectively translates the semi-automatic commands in a way that is understood by the manual mode [7] .
The user can track all the individual actions that he performs in the manual mode. This is transferred to the semi-automatic mode in the form of a program. The user can then save this history as a program & can repeat this whenever he desires, by simply loading & executing the program. 
SOFTWARE FOR OCTAGON MANOEURING

Communication with the octagon
The communication between the octagon and the computer is through the PC parallel port using the data lines, status lines and the control lines as shown in the Fig. 11 . To conclude as to why JAVA is used for our programming purposes is as follows. JAVA is a simple, object-oriented, network-savvy, interpreted, robust, secure, architecture neutral, portable, high-performance, multithreaded, dynamic language, which provides you with a complete set of tools to simplify rapid application development. We wanted to use a system that could be programmed easily without a lot of esoteric training and which leveraged today"s standard practice. JAVA is object-oriented design and is also the mechanism for defining how modules "plug and play".
Java has an extensive library of routines for coping easily with TCP/IP protocols like HTTP and FTP. This makes creating network connections much easier than in C or C++ and also the machine can be controlled from a remote location. Java applications can open and access objects across the net via URL"s with the same ease that programmers are used to when accessing a local file system and is network savvy. The JAVA code designed runs to around. Some of the codings that was used in our GUI design for controlling the robot are shown below. 
1) read
public int read() Read one byte from the STATUS address of a parallel port. The byte read contains 5 valid bits, corresponding to 5 pins of input from the STATUS pins of the parallel port (the STATUS is located at "portBase + 1", e.g. the STATUS address for LPT1 is 0x379).
2) write
public void write(int oneByte) Write one byte to the DATA address of a parallel port. The byte is written to the DATA pins of the port. The DATA pins are located at the base address of the port (e.g. DATA address for LPT1 is 0x378).
CONCLUSIONS
An indigenously developed mobile robotic system with the help of a user friendly GUI is presented in this paper. The mechanical assembly was divided into 3 units, viz., base, arm and the endeffector assembly. The electronic section was done in 3 stages, viz., power supply, controller and the driver unit. The robot was controlled using a GUI developed in JAVA in various modes. A number of pick and place operations were successfully performed by the developed robot using various types of modes.
